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the Jesuits are responsible forgiving that education a more
frivolous and more effeminate turn. They taught classics
not because they were the best means of training the in-
tellect, but because they were fashionable, and having
accepted them they tried to render them as innocuous as
possible. They amused the mind instead of strengthening
it. They occupied in frivolities such as Latin verses
the years which trjey feared might otherwise be given to
reasoning anS the acquisition of solid knowledge. Our
Protestant schools have fallen only too readily into the
trap. Nothing shows more clearly the essential weakness
of their system than its inadaptability to modern wants.
The * Ratio Studiorum ' has been revised by the late and
the present generals of the order, Father Roothan and
Father Bekcx. But they found it impossible to remodel
without destroying it. Celebrated as the Jesuit schools
have been, they have owed much more to the fashion
which filled them with promising scholars, than to their
own excellence in dealing with their material. Voltaire
found out their rottenness. * I learnt nothing from the
Jesuits/ he said, * but Latin and rubbish/ They have
neverstood the test of modern criticism. They have no
place in a rational system, of modern education. We
have long ceased to regard them as models, but we still
suffer our schools to be encumbered with methods and
practices which we should never have thought of intro-
ducing if it had not been for their brilliant but ephemeral
success.
Very different was the character of the schools of
Port Royal, founded by that brilliant society of Jansen-
iSts who clustered round the monastery of Ang&ique
Arnauld. They form the most hopeful experiment in
education which was ever attempted in France, and in
estimating the influence of the Jesuits we cannot leave

